
 

 

  

Abstract—This paper describes on our exploration toward 

emotion estimation from facial expressions for system with 

quasi-personality that interact with general public. Two approaches 

are proposed form two different points of views. The first approach 

captures dynamic movement accompanied with facial expressions as 

the clues for estimating emotion. In this approach, the movements are 

considered as the results of activities by virtual systems that are 

assumed to be embedded in the face. We call this approach as System 

Identification Approach. The second approach relies on the positions 

of the facial parts, such as eyes, eye brows, and mouth, to detect 

emotion. This approach, named Facial Expression Map Approach, 

relates the positions of the parts with the six basic emotions and the 

relations are represented as maps. The outlines of the methods based 

on the approaches are described with some experimental results. 

 

Keywords—Facial Expression Analysis, Emotion Estimation, 

Human Computer Interaction System, Intelligent Interface..  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HIS paper introduces our explorations on emotion 

estimation from facial expressions of unspecified persons to 

make an artifacts, e.g., humanoid robots, and HCI (Human 

Computer Interaction) systems, able to interact with the person. 

As an example of intelligent HCI systems, Miyazawa Kenji 

(MK, hereafter) Project, e.g., [1], [2], tries to artificially revive 

Japanese famous writer/poet MK.   

Automatic analysis of facial expressions that aims to estimate 

emotions from facial expression so far has no definitive method, 

although there are considerable amount of studies with certain 

results (e.g., [3], [4]). Most of these studies rely on FACS 

(Facial Action Coding System) [5] that provides a categorical 

approach to the facial expression analysis. Namely, they relate 

facial expressions with categories, i.e., the basic six emotions, 

by observing AUs (Action Units). 
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This study tries to realize the automatic facial expression 

analysis also within the categorical approach. As discussed in 

the next section, however, the following additional three 

characteristics are quested to enhance applicability to HCI: (1) 

estimative ability of emotional strengths, (2) detect ability of the 

starting point of the emotion (facial display), and (3) irrelevance 

to the facial expressions of the user at the beginning of the 

interaction. To achieve the three characteristics two approaches 

are introduced: System Identification approach and Facial 

Expression Map approach. In the rest of the paper, the outlines 

of the methods based on the approaches are described with 

experimental results.  

II. EMOTION ESTIMATION FROM FACE 

This section briefly discusses importance of the three 

characteristics mentioned in the previous section, for Intelligent 

HCI system. Here we call systems with emotional interpretation 

abilities and responsive to the emotional information as 

Intelligent HCI systems. 

A. Estimative Ability of Emotional Strength 

The intelligent HCI systems in the above sense require 

sensitive response to the subtle changes in the facial expressions 

of the user. The basic six emotions have several meanings with 

respect to their strengths. Thus, the systems are to be responsive 

to these strengths. We assume here that the magnitudes of the 

expressions have relations with the emotional strengths. This 

characteristic is mainly realized by Facial Feature Map 

Approach described in III-C. 

B. Detectability of Starting Point 

For the systems like we are aiming here, the exact timing of 

when the user reacts to the system is important. What makes the 

HCI systems intelligent might be an ability to reason 

preferences of the user through the interaction, and act in 

consideration of them at the similar occasions. The starting 

point of the emotional facial expression would help the 

reasoning. Thus the detect ability of the starting point of the 

emotional expressions is considered as one of the important 

characteristics.  This characteristic is mainly achieved by 

System Identification Approach in III-B.  

C. Irrelevance to First Glance Expressions 

This characteristic is more technical problem than the 
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previous two. Systems like MK system should interact with 

general public. This implies not only the system should do with 

a million of faces, but the user is not guaranteed to stand in front 

of the system with the neutral face that apt to be used as the 

yardstick to detect AUs. The systems are required to recognize 

emotions without the yardsticks. The both approaches proposed 

here overcomes the problem: System Identification Approach 

solves it by focusing on the movements, while Facial 

Expression Map Approach solves it by directly comparing the 

expressions with the maps as described in the following 

section.. 

III. FACIAL EXPRESSION ANALYSIS METHODS 

The proposed methods can be distinguished according to 

what is to be the facial displays to be associated with the 

emotion. We consider there are two: one is the movements of 

the facial parts such as eyes, eye brows, and mouth, and another 

is the positions of the same parts. To make their computations 

easier, like most other methods, the both methods adopt a set of 

feature points with which positions and movements the relevant 

facial parts are perceived.  

This section first describes the outline of the common 

architecture. Then, detailed mechanisms of each method are 

described respectively.  

A. Common Architecture 

 The common Architecture for our facial expression analysis 

method consists of roughly four components as shown in Fig.1, 

i.e., feature point extraction component, feature point tracking 

component, facial expression analyzer, and emotional state 

estimator. The image flows from camera captures facial 

expressions of the user. Here, we assume that every image 

contains a face. Then, a set of feature points is to be extracted in 

the image. Temporal transitions of these feature points contain 

the information on facial behaviors. Thus these feature points 

are to be tracked at every moment. The feature points, then, sent 

to the analyzer to reveal the amounts of the emotions implied by 

the expression. The estimated amounts are sent to the estimator 

which infers the emotional states of the user by taking the 

temporal changes on them into account. The rest of the 

subsection briefly describes each method of feature extraction, 

feature tracking, and emotional state estimator. 

1) Feature Extraction and Tracking Method 

The feature extraction and tracking in this paper is done at the 

same process by means of the AAM (Active Appearance 

Model)[6]. Although there is a defect in the accuracy, there are 

several advantages with adopting the AAM, such as free from 

markers, and availabilities of the device and real time 

processing. The AAM is a statistical model/method to detect 

deformable objects in images. It makes a statistical model of the 

shapes and appearances from the training images with manually  

added feature points. When applied to novel images, it finds 

parameters to adapt the model to the novel image by means of a 

optimization techniques. Today’s advance of computational 

devices enables the method to be processed in the real time so 

that it can be applied to the object tracking tasks. The feature  

Fig.1 Outline of Common Architecture 

 

points on the face in Fig.1 are automatically detected by  AAM. 

2) Emotional State Estimation 

As described in the next subsection, the role of the facial 

expression analyzer is detecting to what extent the expression 

contains the basic six emotions. Thus the detected emotions are 

temporal and might contain misunderstandings of the 

expressions, because the analyzer tries to detect emotion from 

every frame.  

A mechanism that could provide more stable estimations of 

the users’ emotional states so that they can be used in the 

systems interacting with users is required. For this reason, 

emotional state estimator is introduced. The estimator is 

inspired by the mental model known to as Cathexis model [7]. 

The estimator consists of state nodes corresponding to the basic 

six emotions, weighted links among them, and also weighted 

links between the detected emotional values in the analyzer and 

corresponding state nodes. The state nodes possess the 

estimated emotional values eψ , calculated by means of the 

overall mechanism. 

∑
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where, )0(0);0()( <≥= xxxxl , β  is a damping coefficient, 

µγ ,  are coefficients, ieω  is a weight on the connections from 

state i to e, and )(teζ is the detected emotional amounts at time 

t in the analyzer, as described in the next subsection. 

As mentioned above, two approaches can be embedded as the 

facial expression analyzers. System Identification Approach 

relies on the movements of the facial feature points, Facial 

Feature Map Approach, on the other side, relies on the positions 

of these points. The rest of this chapter concentrates on the 

description of the detailed mechanisms and current results 

achieved by each method. 
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B. System Identification Approach 

Facial expressions in the system identification approach are 

considered as results of the movements of the facial feature 

points. These movements are assumed to be caused by a set of 

systems as in the Facial Score [8]. Main difference between the 

Facial Score and the proposed method is that we relate the 

modes of the systems directly with the emotions so that they can 

be used for automatic analysis of facial expressions. The system 

identification method, i.e., LSM: Least-Square Method, is 

adopted to identify modes of the systems. Each mode of the 

identified system associated with one of the six basic emotions 

by means of the FACS. These transition matrices being coupled 

with corresponding emotional labels, are stored in a database 

named as Facial Expression Database (FED). Transition 

matrices that represent these modes can be used to estimate the 

positions of the feature points in the next time step. Thus, by 
comparing the estimated positions with those observed in the 

tracking process, we can estimate what emotion can be detected 

for the image frame.  

The rest of section describes FED, emotion estimation 

method with FED, and an experimental result with the system 

identification approach. 

1) Facial Expression Database 

 for System Identification Approach 

A face is divided into roughly three parts in this paper: eye 

brows, eyes, and mouth. Each part is assumed to contain its own 

emotional signals. The results of the identification for each part 

would be the six transition matrices; each of those can estimate 

the movements of the facial feature points for particular 

emotional facial expressions. The acquired matrices are 

collected as a database, called Facial Expression Database 

(FED). 

To extract typical movements of the facial feature points that 

express the particular emotion, we should collect expressions 

that represent particular emotions. For this aim, subjects who 

have trained to express the basic six emotions act each emotion 

for several times, and the movements at that time are labeled as 

the emotion. As depicted in Fig.3, the movements are 

represented as a result of a system’s output. The system has 

modes; initially, whole durations of the training frames are 

assumed to be a mode. A merging algorithm of the modes 

reduces the number of the modes. The similar movements are 

considered as results of the system in the same mode. Namely, 

each mode expresses an emotional category. The detail of the 

algorithm is described in [2]. By applying the algorithm, each 

mode are corresponded with the most typical movement 

expressing the emotion. For example, assuming N durations 

labeled as “fear”, the modes that representing fear are described 

as follows:  

}.1,,1|{

},,,{

NmIimiM
p

i

p ≤≤∈≤≤=Μ

ΜΜΜ= moutheyesbrowsfear
M            (2) 

where, },,{ moutheyesbrowsp = , I is a set of positive integers. 

pΜ  is obtained for each of the six emotions.  

 

Fig. 2 Outline of System Identification Approach 

 

The modes are represented as the transition matrices. Namely, 

every facial feature point can be estimated by multiplying the 

matrices with current positions of the feature points. Let eye 

brows requires six feature points ( three points for each brow) at 

time t denoted as Tp pypxpypxpypxtFP ),,,,,,()( 662211 L= , where 

ipx  and ipy  are the x and y coordinate of i-th feature point 

respectively. Then, the points at the next time step can be 

estimated by the following equation: 
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where, p* means that it is the estimated value. Note that p

iM  is 

a 1212 ×  matrix in this example. Note also that every 

estimation value is calculated by the actual value of the facial 

points. The estimation process compares the error between 

actual and estimated values of the facial points for every mode, 

part, and emotion. The next section describes detailed method 

to make estimation with the modes. 

2) Emotion Estimation with FED 

As mentioned in the previous section, FED provides 

identified systems that control the facial feature points. 

Therefore, emotional estimation in this method uses these 

systems to categorize the facial expressions. The presented 

facial expressions can be detected as the movements of the 

facial feature points with a vision system and the AAM, so that 

)(tFP p  in (3) are available at every time step. Every system 

estimates )1(* +tFP p

i  with (3). The estimated points are 

compared with the actual observed points at t+1, to calculate the 

error p

ie : 
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Note that p

ie  is a scalar value, and p

iE  is a vector. According 

to (2), we have )(|| mM p =  errors for each facial part with 

respect to each emotion. To determine which emotion is 

observed, we have to cumulate the error values of each part. We 

simply employ the minimum value for the aim: 
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i
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 Namely, we have now error vectors e∆  consist of three 

elements, i.e., on eye brows, eyes, and mouth, for each emotion: 
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The elements of the error vectors considered to be reflecting 

the degrees of match between the modes and the expressed 

emotions. Therefore, the matching rate pζ is defined as follows: 

2)(1

1
pp

eα
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+
=                                                                       (7) 

where, α  is a coefficient. The facial parts and their 

contributions to the emotional expressions might be different in 

each emotion. Therefore, matching rate of certain emotion for 

the whole face is calculated by weighted sum of the all matching 

rate: 
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where, e

pw  is the weight on emotion e at facial part p, and  

1=∑p

e

pw . 

3) Experiments with System Identification Approach 

We have implemented the AAM by means of the aam-api [9] 

coupled with OpenCV library [10]. The frame rate of the CCD 

camera is approximately 20 fps.  

Three experiments to check basic abilities of the proposed 

approach are conducted. First experiment uses only a subject 

who acts the six emotions according to the FACS is assumed to 

be the target person. Thus, the training data for AAM and the 

FED is prepared only for the subject. The second experiment 

tries to check an universality of the templates by applying a 

template merging three subjects’ smiling to posed feature 

expressions for each of the six emotions of each subject.  The 

third experiment checks the detect abilities of the proposed 

method for intensities of a facial expression.  

After construction of the AAM and the FED, another 

sequence of the actions is observed. In the observation phase, 

emotion estimation process works in the real time, and the 

results are sent to the conceptual cognition engine in response to 

the facial expressions of the subject. In the first experiment, the 

subject acts the six emotions in the following order: happy, 

surprise, anger, disgust, sadness, and fear. The frames 

corresponding to the facial expressions are listed in Table 1. 

The result of the first experiment is depicted in Fig.3. Fig.3 

(a) shows the transitions of sums of the errors in (5) at each 

frame. Therefore, the lower error value means that the 

corresponding emotional facial expression is observed. 

Comparing Fig.3 with Table 1 reveals interesting facts. The  

Table 1  

Frames and Acted Facial Expression 
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394 to 430Sadness

310 to 346Disgust

222 to 268Anger

131 to 170Surprise

51 to 105Happy
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Fig.3 Result of the First Experiment with System Identification Approach 

 

error values rapidly decrease at the beginning of each act, and in 

most cases, continues decreasing until the facial expression 

becomes the typical one that can be recognized with FACS.  Fig. 

3(b) is the actual sequence of the facial expression expressing 

“Happy” from beginning to the end. This implies that the 

proposed method is able to detect the very beginning of the 

facial expressions. 

The result of the second experiment is depicted in Fig. 4. In 

this experiment, the subjects also asked to express posed facial 

expressions in order: happy, anger, surprise, disgust, fear, and 

sadness. The template applied is only for smile, i.e., happy in the 

interpretation by the FACS. The errors between estimated  

Fig. 4 Result of the Second Experiment with System Identification Approach 

 

Fig. 5 Result of the Third Experiment with System Identification Approach 
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positions of the feature points and the observed positions are 

plotted in the graph. The durations of the facial expressions and 

their timings differ depending on the subject. It is because the 

timings of the poses are different in each subject. The errors 

only at the smiling by every subject are reduced, and they are 

increased at the other facial expressions. This means that the 

method under this approach have a detect ability of certain 

facial expressions. 

A result with the third experiment is shown in Fig.5. The 

subject in this experiment is asked to pose three facial 

expressions of smile with different intensity. In the figure, the 

errors obtained from the same procedure with the second 

experiment are plotted in the graph. The error values are 

reduced in inverse proportion to the intensity of the smiling. It is 

interesting to note that the subject himself feels funny at the end 

of the experiment and smiles. The errors clearly describes that 

the smile is also detectable with the proposed method. This 

means that the proposed method also has a possibility to be 

applied to spontaneous facial expressions. 

From the three experiments the proposed method can 

distinguish expressions of happy, surprise, and anger from other 

emotional expressions. The undistinguished emotional 

expressions are sometimes very hard to identify even by the 

human when forced to identify only from the facial expression. 

We are planning to merge and/or analyze the information from 

the other modalities, i.e., situation, voice, and so on, to 

overcome this problem. 

C. Facial Expression Map Approach 

Another approach to facial expression analysis is based on 

the positions of the feature points. For our aim, understanding 

the emotional states of the general public is indispensable. The 

previous approach provides precise and somewhat sensitive 

analysis of the facial expressions, but so far, it exhibits a defect 

in estimating the emotions of the general public. Namely, the 

performance is not so good when applying it to unknown 

persons. The preciseness of the estimation and the applicability 

to the general public might be stood with a tradeoff relationship.  

The approach proposed in this subsection tackles  

with the applicability to the general public. From this view 

point, the approach is much alike with those methods that rely 

on the FACS, but differs in that it tries to estimate not only the 

exhibited emotions but the strengths of them. Moreover, the 

proposed method should not rely on the AUs (Action Units) in 

the FACS, because the target users of the system are not 

assumed to provide “neutral” face at the beginning of the 

interactions. For example, a person who starts with smiling may 

exist.   

Thus, the proposed method introduces a set of maps, i.e., 

Facial Expression Maps (FEMs), of the feature points. Each 

map represents the strengths of the particular emotion with 

respect to the descrete positions of each feature point as 

described in the following sub-subsections.  The rest of the 

subsection describes a construction and usage of the facial 

expression map, and on preliminary experiments with the facial 

expression maps with the results. 

Fig. 6 Construction of Facial Expression Maps 

 

1)  Construction of Facial Expression Map 

The facial expression map corresponds to the FED within this 

approach. A construction of the facial expression map requires 

following three assumptions: (1) positions where the facial 

feature points for certain emotional expressions are highly 

distributed have higher strengths of that emotion, (2) the biggest 

facial expressions are observed when a person acts their 

emotion on his/her face, and (3) the bigger the emotion strength 

is, the bigger facial expression would be observed. The basic 

idea underlying here is that the distribution of the feature points 

obtained from simulated facial expressions, contains 

characteristic positions of the feature points for certain 

emotions.  

As shown in Fig.6, the construction of the map begins with 

gathering a set of facial expressions of the basic six emotions 

and neutral (no emotion as far as possible) simulated by a group 

of subjects. The feature points are extracted (manually or by 

means of AAMs) for each expression. To eliminate translational 

differences between the centers of each set of the feature points, 

a centering technique using center of gravity is adopted. 

Because the expressions are not provided with the same scale, 

nor rotation, we have to align them to be nearly in the same scale 

and rotation.  The Procrustes Analysis [6] is adopted for this 

aim.  

With the aligned feature points, the FEM is constructed. 

Construction of the map requires a global coordinate system and 

as many local coordinate systems as the number of the actual 

feature points gathered for it. The global coordinate system is 

equivalent with that of the images from the CCD camera, and 

acts as the coordinate systems of the facial expression maps. 

The local coordinate systems are temporal ones that is used only 

to calculate the distribution of the strengths generated from a 

feature point at the simulated emotional expression. The origin 

of the coordinate is the feature point, and its x-coordinate is 

toward the direction of the movement observed in the simulated 

expression.  

The distribution of the strength by a single feature point is 

provided by the following equations: 
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Fig. 7 Feature Points and Superposed Maps 

 

),( ji yx  are the points in the local coordinate system for a 

feature point. These distributions are added on the global 

coordinate system after making coordinate conversions. In the 

global coordinate system, ML × grids are prepared as the 

discrete coordinate system. 

2) Facial Expression Analysis with FEM 

Each grid of the FEMs contains strength of the position with 

respect to the corresponding emotion. All the comparer has to 

do is to align the observed feature points with the average 

feature points among those used in constructing the FEM. This 

is also done by means of the Procrustes Analysis. Then, the 

strength of the corresponding position in the map is a relevance 

of the observed feature point with the emotion. Note that all 

observed points are tried on the FEMs of all kinds, i.e., maps of 

the basic six emotions and neutral. The obtained strengths are to 

be processed by taking the positional factors and the relations 

among the emotions into account, to estimate the expressed 

emotions. This, however, remains as a future work. For now, we 

simply add all the strengths to estimate what emotions are being 

expressed. 

3) Experiments on FEMs 

Two experiments are conducted to show the possibilities of 

the FEM approach. For this experiments, the maps of happy, 

surprise, and neutral are constructed with the simulated facial 

expressions of (6, 5, 6) subjects respectively. Then, two trials 

are examined: analysis of the expressions used in the 

construction of the maps, and analysis of the expressions by 

unknown subjects. All expressions, here, are static images of the 

simulated expressions. The configuration of the feature points is 

depicted in Fig.7 (a). 31 points (with white letters) out of 42 are 

used as the feature points, and the rest of the points are used for 

the AAM together with the 31 points.  

Fig.7 (b) superposes the obtained points for the emotions to 

show the differences. In these experiments, the distributions of 

the strengths are given by the Gaussian, alternative to (9), 

around the feature points to ease the computation. As shown the 

figure, maps around mouth significantly differ among the 

emotions. To know what emotion is displayed, an equation to 

calculate the rates is used as a strength rate: 
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Fig. 8 Results of the First Experiments 

 

where, ),( iie yxmap is a strength with respect to an observed 

feature point.  

Fig.8 shows the results of the first experiments, i.e., testing 

maps with the expressions used for their constructions. As 

shown in the graphs, the every displayed emotional expressions 

show high strength rates. This means that at least the displayed 

expressions are used in the construction phase, we can detect the 

emotional expression correctly.  

Fig.9 shows the results obtained with unknown subjects. For 

Subject A, who is a male student, emotional expressions other 

than “surprise” are detectable, whereas for Subject B who is a 

female student, emotional expressions other than “happy” are 

detectable. The contrast between the rates against Subject B is 

lower than that of A. This implies that the results are influenced 

by the number of the expressions used in the construction phase. 

In this experiment, the expressions of only one female student 

are used for the constructions of the maps. From this evidence, 

we are considering that categorizations to the users/subjects  
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Fig. 9 Results for Unknown Subjects 

 

are required in the constructions of the maps and in their usage. 

We are planning to introduce physiognomy for this problem. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

With the results of the experiments, the two methods 

proposed in the paper have abilities to recognize particular 

facial expressions. This means that we can use them to detect 

certain facial expressions for the Intelligent HCI. The emotional 

states of the users of our target system, however, are quite hard 

to estimate with the methods. We will briefly discuss on the 

reasons at the rest of the section. 

The two approaches both relied on FACS in that emotional 

states of a person can detect only from the facial expressions. 

However, as discussed in the literature of psychology [11], 

facial expressions are not result of only the emotional states of a 

person. For example, we do not keep smiling when we are happy. 

This means that reasoning the emotional states only from the 

facial expressions does not always stand. Of course, the facial 

expressions, in some parts, do carry signals of mental states. 

With the help of additional information, the recognitions of the 

facial expression play an important role in emotion estimation.  

     As the additional information, we are planning to 

introduce two kinds of information: estimation results from 

other modalities, e.g., vocal information [12], and situational 

information. The vocal information provides another result of 

emotion estimation independent from that of from facial 

expressions. We are currently considering the vocal information 

only as the tone without concerning its semantics found in the 

contents of the utterances. As the situational information, we are 

planning to utilize relation among a person to the other agents to 

determine the situational information. For this aim, we are 

considering the physiognomy, age, and gender at this time. A 

synthesis of this additional information together with the 

proposed methods would make system to correctly estimate the 

mind states of the human users. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has described on current status of the facial 

expression estimation methods toward the MK Project. We 

have introduced three characteristics to be achieved by the 

autonomous facial expression analysis for intelligent HCI 

systems, and two approaches to realize the three characteristics 

are introduced. 

 The results of the experiments show that both approaches 

have potential to estimate emotions of the user from their facial 

expressions. We are planning to merge these two approaches to 

make them work complementary to estimate emotions of the 

user.  
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